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Fixed and free-standing furniture.Built-in furniture maximizes the stor-
age space in a rather small unit, while loose elements addres di� er-
ent room use scenarios.

Built-in � xtures include benches with drawers and open shelves on 
one side and kitchenette with closed shelving system on the other. 
Fixtures are placed in the wheel chair-friendly height.
There is a possibility to store things in a bed box.

In addition to room storage there are storage units 
for the residents of  100 square meters.

Green light wells.
Green light wells, going from the roof  terrace towards the basement, 
are provide with natural day-light and vegetation in the middle of  the 
building as well as guide residents through the building.

Light well is placed in connection to the unit window towards the 
inner street, providing natural day light and vegetation
 towards the room.

Equal quality common spaces.
There are 2 cooking-dining areas on the � oor, that both have 
window connection towards the herb gardens. One is equiped 
with lounge bench seating area, while other has a terrace.

Tiles in common spaces.
Flooring in common spaces is not only resistant to hazardous 
cleaning agents, but also is a spin-o�  of  the existing green tile 
facade. 

Black framing tile elements frame the entrance mats, the com-
mon areas and guides to the cooking-dining areas. Sorting room in each � oor.

Sorting rooms for trash in each � oor and a grand sorting room 
in a basement for gathering building’s trash creates a sustainable
trash sorting system.

Terrace for meeting and gardening.
Terrace is furnished with built in bench and herb shelving as well 

as free-standing tables for � exibility.

There is a window connection between the kicthen and the herb 
garden, connecting cooking and meeting areas.

Own toilet and bath.
Not only every inhabitant has their 
private toilet, but a bath as well.

Built-in � xtures include benches with drawers and open shelves 
on one side and kitchenette with closed shelving system on the 
other. Fixtures are placed in the wheel chair-friendly height.

Spatial variety.
Certain kind of  loneliness which comes from sense of  not be-
longing is associated with alzheimer’s disease developed among 
all generations.

Common space body is created so it provides with opportunity 
to be alone or a smaller group, while still being a part of  the 
common space.

Space size variation also addresses di� erent privacy needs of  the 
residents. 

Built-in furniture in the common areas.
Common areas as well as the units are furnished with the built-
in furniture which not only creates a coherent interior space, but 
makes room for private/semi private storage spaces.

Inner street.
The common space resembles an inner street, shaped by irregu-

lar entrances, terraces and green light-wells. 

Windows facing the common space not only reinforce the inner 
street feeling, but provide with natural light in the middle of  the 

building, as well as create an social interaction opportunity.

Deep windowsills as a desk space.
Wall and column structure provides with 
deep window niches of  46cm. Extended 
windowsills can be used as a desk space. 

They become a part of  the built-in fur-
niture story as well as a space-saving 
detail of  the room.

Rounded corner.
In the unit spacee rounded corner be-
comes an intimate enclosed space for 
the inhabitant of  the room and the 
visitor. 

In the inner street rounded corners are 
directing the � ow towards the common 
cooking-dining-lounge areas.
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Lars, young-old, founder of  the biggest Danish Colective, Copenhagen

Works at retirement home Bryggegård administration, Copenhagen

Space for common dinning and cooking.
Creating spaces for social interactions is one of  the key elements 
which addresses the � ght with loneliness by making 
circumstances for building community.

Uniform unit.
Units are uniform and could be inhabited by either a student or a 
young-old. It makes them equal by default.
They only vary in area of  25-30 square meters, including a 5 square 
meters bathroom.

-Storage is very important, it 
helps to hide all the 
small things.

Amanda, 24

-I didn’t need furniture. 
I had my own. But built-in 
storage is very useful.

Amalie, 23

-We are very happy now to 
finally have a sorting room 
for trash.

Amanda, 24

-In summer everybody eats 
their breakfast in the 
garden.

Amalie, 23

-It is a nightmare to go to 
the toilet in the middle 
of the night. I wish we had 
our own.

Amalie, 23

-And these windows I love 
almost become a furniture.

Amalie, 23

-It is like a small village. 
Even people who move out, 
still feel a part of it.

Lars, 72

-There are only two times 
in our life, when we can’t 
choose who to live with: 
the dorm and assisted care 
home.

Bo, 48

-It never occured to me that I 
am not young anymore. 
I didn’t move here just to 
live together with the young. 
I moved here, because it is 
good here. 

Rigmor, 68


